Artist Statement

I developed this website so users, visitors and people alike can view information about myself, read my expressions on my blog, view my sample course work, see into my personal life and finally contact me if interested in future work together or the unknown.

The artwork and conduct of my text / details show the passion for creating new things and to continue to advance and express my thoughts and interests through web design. By viewing my website you have already taken the first step into getting to know me, who I am and what I am about. Since you did this you can see that my design skills are average, but my organization skills and will to show are increasing daily. As far as how I develop things; I first start by brainstorming / rough drafting several documents. Then I move into the development phase, which is building off my drafting and creating the design architecture. The next phase is the testing and redesign phase, during this time I test all with multiplicable sources and software. Lastly is the final product, in which I release for your enjoyment / reading.

The overall purpose of why I created this is to engage and spread my work to readers like you. The biography is simply an introduction of myself to you. As you can see from my previous paragraphs, I have experience in organizational skills and design methods. My question to you is how can I improve of my artistic skills and methods? What can we teach / share with each other to expand our knowledge? I leave you with those questions, please feel free to contact me to engage / discuss this.

-Jayson D. Price
-Dated: 25 June 2014